
The ServoPower 24V PowerDrive system has 
been developed to fully complement our trolley 
designs, introducing a major step forward in 
housekeeping or cleaning convenience.
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PowerDrive Specifications

Model Motor Power Speed Bags Drawers Castors Weight Dimensions LxWxH
SPN1804

100W 24V

4km/h 
Forward
2.5km/h 
Reverse

1x100L -

4x200mm

59kg 1580x665x1215mm
SPL17HF 

2x100L
3x6L

70.5kg
1880x665x1115mm

SPL17FF 71.5kg
SPT22HF

5x6L 79kg 1880x665x1435mm
SPT22FF
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ServoPower 
Housekeeping and  
                        Cleaning Systems

ServoPower
Simple forward and 
reverse single button 
operation, instant stop start 
control, with a runtime of 3 hours 
or 10 miles between charges.

PowerDrive 24 Volt supply
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ServoPower... Six wheels are better than four
We have taken three of our most popular trolleys and 
added our 24V PowerDrive technology, resulting in easy 
drive models that will seriously improve operator efficiency 
especially where long hours and heavy loads are involved.

The VCN1804 is an all terrain, heavy duty Structofoam janitorial trolley, 
built to work hard, for long hours in big areas.

It is for this reason that we selected this model to become the  
SPN1804 and to be equipped with the ServoPower 24V PowerDrive 
system, bringing the highest degree of convenience and operational 
efficiency when required, with a “runtime” of 3 hours or 10 miles 
between battery charges and a user friendly, simple, forward and 
reverse, single button control module.

In every other respect the SPN1804 
has all the unique features of 
the VCN1804 (see VersaClean 
catalogue) and is available with a 
choice of mopping systems and a 
wide range of individual accessories.

The SPL17 is available both in hard front and 
flexi-front models (see NuKeeper literature).

The design is legendary, based on our full 
Structofoam chassis, 200mm soft ride castors and 

all round bump protection. Plenty of internal shelf 
space and drawer storage and fitted, as standard, with twin 
100-litre folding laundry bag extensions. 

Now in its 24V PowerDrive specification it provides easy 
movement for approximately 3 hours, equal to 10 miles  
of travel between charges.

The SPT22 is, without doubt, our most popular Housekeeper trolley size but being the 
biggest in the range it also carries the maximum weight when fully loaded with clean and 
dirty linen.

The Structofoam chassis with its 200mm soft ride castors and all round bump protection 
is classic Numatic design. The superstructure can be supplied 

in hard front with magnetic doors or flexi-front design (see 
NuKeeper literature).

The SPT22 model is equipped with 
our ServoPower 24V PowerDrive 
system, equipped with easy to use 

single button forward and reverse 
operation and 3 hours 10 miles 
runtime between charges which, in 
many cases, means up to 1 week.

SPL17... Power housekeeping

SPN1804... Power cleaning

ServoPower... Good housekeeping gets better and better

Rotating protectors

Mop press Internal storage

Hard front top storage

SPT22... Power housekeeping

Flexi-front


